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Funniest European expressions 

(and how to use them)



ENGLISH EXPRESSIONS

Head in the clouds (living in a fantasy)

Hold your horse (wait a moment)

As cool as a cucumber (very calm, composed and untroubled by stress)

A piece of cake (something very easy to do)

Heart in your mouth (extremely frightned or anxious)

Storm in a teacup (a lot of unnecessary anger and worry about a matter that is not 
important)



PORTUGUESE EXPRESSIONS
A Portuguese does not “give up,” he “takes his little horse away from the rain.” (Tirar
o cavalinho da chuva.)

A Portuguese does not do something “to show off,” he does it “so the English can 
see it.” (Para inglês ver.)

A Portuguese does not just “shut up and listen to things he does not like,” he 
“swallows frogs.” (Engolir sapos.)

A Portuguese does not “wake up angry,” he “wakes up with his feet outside.” (Com 
os pés de fora.)

A Portuguese is not “experienced,” he has “spent many years turning chickens.” (São 
muitos anos a virar frangos.)



FUNNIEST TURKISH EXPRESSIONS
* Armut piş ağzıma düş

“May the pear be cooked on the tree and fall into my mouth”

This describes a person who doesn’t like to work, to whom everything comes ready and done — or falls 
literally in their lap.

* Kafayı üşüttü

“They’ve caught a cold in their head” (it means you’ve gone crazy)



FUNNIEST CROATIAN EXPRESSIONS
The idiom: Słoń nastąpił ci na ucho?
Literal translation: “Did an elephant stomp on your ear?”

What it means: “You sing badly”  (Pjevaš kao da ti je slon prdnuo u uho.)

The idiom: Doće maca na vratanca.
Literal translation: “The pussy cat will come to the tiny door.”
What it means: “Essentially, ‘What goes around comes around.”

The idiom: Mi o vuku.
Literal translation: “To talk about the wolf.”
What it means: “It’s similar to ‘speak of the devil.”



FUNNIEST POLISH EXPRESSIONS 
The idiom: Bułka z masłem.
Literal translation: “It’s a roll with butter.”
What it means: “It’s really easy.”

The idiom: Z choinki się urwałaś?
Literal translation: “Did you fall from a Christmas tree?”
What it means: “You are not well informed, and it shows.”

The idiom: Słoń nastąpił ci na ucho?
Literal translation: “Did an elephant stomp on your ear?”
What it means: “You have no ear for music.”



Funniest romanian expressions
A Romanian will not lose temper, his mustard will jump off (îi sare muștarul)

A Romanian eill not tell you lies, he will seel you doughnuts (vinde gogosi)

A Romanian is not crazy, he is gone on a raft (dus cu pluta).

A Romanian will not tell you to stop  wasting time, he will tell you to stop 
rubbing the mint  (a freca menta).
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